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Thirty-nine graduate students
and college faculty members will
be Initiated Into the Epsilon Rho
Campus Chapter Of Phi Delta Kappa, national education fraternity,
which will be installed Saturday
lit Eastern Kentucky State College.
The ritual team of Alpha Nu
Campus Chapter of the University
of Kentucky will Initiate the petitioners at 2:30 p.m. In the Little
Theater of the Keen Johnson Student Union Building.
The installation dinner will be
held at 6:30 Saturday evening In
the President's Dining Room, also
in the Student Union Building. The
installation team will consist of
Dr. Maurice Shadley, director of
special services for Phi Delta
Kappa, Dr. J. W. Lee, representative' of District Seven, Dr. Russell
S. Merkel, second vice president
Of Phi Delta Kappa, and Dr. John
Pate, coordinator of District Seven.
Dinner Held Saturday
Dr. Henry G. Martin, Eastern
dean of students, is chairman of
the installation committee, and
the organization of the campus
chapter has been under the sponsorship of Dr. Clyde L. Orr, associate dean for graduate studies.
Thirty-one Phi Delta Kappans
among the college faculty will
have their membership transferred
at the ceremonies.
New Petitioners Are
New petitioners for Phi Delta
Kappa are: Warren G. Anderson,
Cincinnati; Joseph J. Balassonc,
Piqua, Ohio; Bruce W. Barker,
Booneville; William T. Barnes,
City; Charles W. Burkett, Science
Hill; Leonard Burkett, Nancy.
Robert M. Carpenter, Paint
Lick; Clyde Carroll, Richmond;
John Crockett Carter, Cawood;
Donald Combs, Richmond; J. Gordon Combs, Jackson; Martin L.
Deaton, Watts; Jon E. Draud, Covington; Hobert Dye, Pike vi lie;
Leslie C. Uyehouse, Lancaster;
Robert C. Flynn, South Irvine;
Gus L. Franklin, HI, Richmond;
Wld Hall, Jr., Dayton, Ohio; John
David Hancock, Richmond.
Don Hart, Lawrenceburg; Alpheus P. Hatfield, Hardy; Jack
Hendrix, London; Bently J. Hilton, Richmond; Billy Holbrook, Jr.,
Allen; Bill C. Hurt, Campton;
Merwyn Lee Jackson, Richmond;
Quentin Keen, Richmond.
Conley Manning, Whltley City;
Chester E. May, North Lewisburg,
Ohio; Calvin Meadows, Carlisle,
Ohio; F. T. Riley, Jr., Paint Lick;
Lloyd Stumbo, McDowell; Rufus
Thacker, Mlllard; Howard A.
Thompson, Winchester.
Kenneth D. Tunnell, Richmond;
Herbert Vescio, Richmond; Nell
Watson, Hueysvillc, and Leo White,
Jackson.

Parking Plan
Gains Favor
By SANDY WILSON
News StaH Writer
The beginning of an automobile
parking plan, put into effect by
Eastern, Western, Morehead, and
Murray this fall, is now histosy.
Students in all state colleges have
begun to accept the plan as a wise
move to improve academic standards for freshmen and those oa
probation.
Students at Eastern who hajK
zone stickers are awarded avalable spaces upon return from tripe
off-campus. In the past, studsjht
parking had been on a ffrst-cooM,
first-served basis. Now, all dormitory residents who are eligible far
a car have been assigned parking
zones on campus.
Campus drive Is reserved tor
commuters who leave for home by
6 p.m., thus clearing the entire
drive for evening parking. This
permits students to park after 5 380
p.m. to go to the library, the StudDOWN TO EARTH . . . These two suicents, Doug Wilkinson and
ent Union Building, or to pick up
Bobby Glenn Taylor are leading the pack in the Sigma Tau Pi race
friends at the women's dormitories. Commuters also park on Labwhich was held last Thursday during initiation. Under the rules of
caster Avenue, College Street, and
the race, each participant was required to trace the outline of his
other areas adjoining the campus.
foot with each step. No winner was announced.
As zone spaces become available
on campus, they will be assigned
to thetravelers.
Dean Martin reports that a number of cars aren't registered. Ov«r
cne hundred license plate numbers
have been checked for ownership
in Frankfort and students are now
being checked for their negligence
in the matter. It has been found
that a number of students, who
Eleven Eastern coeds were chosen as ROTC sponsors Tuesday night aren't eligible for cars, have parat a meeting of the A. U. S. A. The sponsors are scheduled to march on ked on streets near the campus.
Their cases are now before a disMilitary Day, November 10.
cipline committee.
Jeanne Gayle Sander* heads the list as Brigade Sponsor. Jeanne, a
local Richmond resident, is majoring in Elementary Education.
The First Battalion Is represen•
ted by Shirley Kay Bryan. Also
majoring In Elementary Educa- Kentucky beauty, Connie makes
tion, Shirley's hometown is in her hometown in Jenkins.
Company B boasts-Martha Ann
Grant's Lick In Cambell County.
'
Recruiters from organizations
Lillian Jo Bowman was chosen Singleton as fuTspohaor. Doing Premed
work, Martha Ann comas listed below will visit the campus
as the Second Batalion's sponsor.
Lillian, an English major, Is a lo- from NicholasviUe.
In October to Interview seniors and
cal resident of Richmond.
. C Company's representative is graduate students seeking employ,
_ , ,
.. ,„ Ann Russel Spencer from Law- ment. Interested students should
The only naUonal honorary fra- renceb
^
A £?er of beaut
call at the Placement Office imternity on campus, the Pershing . maiori* ,„ Art
mediately to schedule interviews.
Te\Z .f^r™^ Sate
Mltdred^Eiaine Taylor, an ElOctober 22, Mr. Milton BrantferJean E lllott A coerce mate, emen,
EdUcation major, was
Gloria is originally from Spring- 8electe/bv D comapny. Mildred ger, Broward County, Florida —
e
Elementary teacher - Interviews
comes from Eminence.
Connie Ellen Mullins, Comapny
Cocany E's representative from will be held In Room I. AdminisA's choice for their delegate; iB whltley City is Carolyn Ann King. tration Bldg. from 1-4 P.M.
majoring in Math. An Eastern Carolyn is completing a double maOctober 24, Mr. Frank A. Clejor of Physicl Education and En- mens, Assistant Chief, Production
glish.
and ^Distribution Plant Aeronaut!Ruth Carlene Keller was chosen cal Chart and Information Center—
by Comapny F. An elementary Mathematics, Cartlgraphy, Geoeducation major, Ruth is from Eu- graphy, Geology, or the other physical sciences, will qualify. Interbank.
The Band sports Judy Lynn Ab- views will be held in Room I. Adner as their sopnsor. A majorette ministration Bldg. beginning at
of the Marching Maroons, Judy is 9:00.
majoring in Commerce and is from
October 30-31, Staff Sgt. Johnson
Richmond.
- M-Sgt.
Nicely Lt. Kilkenny,
Adjutant William Lovell will be Army Recruitment Program — Indrill Instructor for the sponsors. terviews will be in Recreation
They will have new tailor-made Room Student Union Bldg. from 10uniforms.
4 each day.

Eleven Coeds Picked
As ROTC Sponors

Job Opportunities
Coming 10 October

Annual NT Exams
Set For Feb. 1963
The National Teacher Examinations, prepared and administered
annually by Educational Testing
Service, will be given at more than
800 testing centers throughout the
United States on Saturday, February 18, 1968.
At the one-day testing session a
canidate may take the Common
Examinations, which Include tests
in Professional Information, General Culture, English Expression
and Nonverbal Reasoning, as well
as one or two of thirteen Optional
Examinations designed to demonstrate mastery of subject matter to
be taught. The college which a candidate is attending, or the school
system in which he is seeking employment, will advise him whether
he should take the National Teacher Examinations and which of the
Optional Examinations to select.
A Bulletin of Information, containing an application and describing registration procedures, may
be obtained from college officials,
school superintendents, or directly
from the National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing Service. Princton, New Jersey. Completed applications, accompained
by proper examination fees, will be
accepted by Educational Testing
Service from November 1, 1962, but
In any case must be received at
Educational Testing Service not later than January 18, 1963.
Anyone interested in taking this
examination should contact the
Bureau of Testing at the University
of Kentucky as soon as possible.
SCOT SPEAKS TO SIGMA TAU PI
Mr. Gladstone Purves of Edinburg, Scotland, father-in-law of
Prof. Fred A. Engle, Jr. of the
Commerce
Department.
spoke
Wednesday evening to Sigma Tau
Pi in the Little Theatre.
Mr. Purves spoke on the subject
"The Common Market" and exprssjed the opinion that the man on
the street opposed Britain's entry
into the Market and that such an
entry would lead to a breakup of
the Commonwealth. The speaker is
a retired "Chartered Accountant,
equivllant to the American C.P.A.
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"Kentuckians Have Common Sense,
Declares Senator Thruston Morton
""•-- •■.. ^m
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More Power In Washington
Means Less Freedom Of Chcice
By ELLEN RICE
Progress Staff Writer

MORTON AT EASTERN .. . Senator Thruston B. Morton, on Eastern's campus Wednesday for an address, is greeted toy Leroy Hall,
senior from Hebron, president of the Young Republicans Club at the
college. About 2,000 students and faculty attended the Hiram
Brock Auditorium program.

Publications Editors
To Attend Conference
By TOM NORMAN
Staff Writer
The editors of the Progress and
the Milestone will leave Wednesday for Detroit, Michigan where
they will attend the Associated
Collegiate Press Conference for
1962. This years conference will
be held October 25, 36, and 27 at
the Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel in
Detroit and Is expected to draw
the largest attendance In its history.
Heading the Eastern delegation
for the Progress will be Ronnie
Wolfe, Editor-in-Chief. Also representing the Progress will be
Mary Ann Nelson, News Editor
and Ben Cartinhour, Managing
Editor. The Milestone will be represented by Co-editors Ariene
Calico and Kyle Wallace and Assistant Editor, Patty Byrne.
The Eastern participants as well
as" oth^r"" delegates" will "attend

Float Deadline Set
Wednesday, October 24, will
be the deadline for float and
queen Homecoming entries.
Themes and names of candidate* may be left In Box 72, Case
Hall. THERE WILL BE NO EXTENSION OF THIS DEADLINE!

work shops, short courses, talks,
and panel discussions which are
scheduled to begin at 9:00 a.m.
Friday and continue until 5:00
p.m. The sessions will end at
noon on Saturday after having
covered both editors! and business
operations of newspapers, yearbooks and magazines.
AH WHI. not -be work .hqweyfir,
Th* entertainment fe a t u r e s
should set a new high standard,
too. Ford Motor Company is the
host for a banquet Thursday
evening, October 25, at which Lee
Hill, executive editor of the Detroit
Free Press and President of the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors will speak. On Friday,
The General Motors Company will
Sirovide a banquet for the deegates at which a prominent
member of the Washington, D. C.
press corps will speak.
At noon on Saturday, buses
will be provided for the delegates
to travel to the campus of Assumption University in Windsor,
Ontario, to hear Alphonse Oumiet,
President of CBC-TV—a leader in
Canadian activity relating to the
Telstar Satellite.
To top off the whirl of entertainment the delegates will be
presented with pickets to attend
the Detroit Auto Show on Friday
evening. The editors are scheduled
to return Sunday.

The Incumbent Senator Thruston B .Morton, addressing the student
body In assembly on Wednesday, appealed to Kentuckians who "have
the reputation as being people of common sense" to become aware of
and avoid "centralization of power in Washington and a policy of downhill diplomacy." Senator Morton, a Republican, is running for re-election to the United State Senate against Wilson W. Wyatt.
Senator Morton was Introduced
to the students and faculty by Leroy Hall, senior from Hebron, pres- versity housing.
ident of the Eastern Young RepubIn the first of his broad topics ol
licans Club. In introducing Morton, discussion, Senator Morton said
Hall enumerated on the service the that it is our generation which is
Senator has given to his country. "carrying the interest load" of the
Senator Morton served as a com- federal government" and that "the
bat officer in the United States federal government Is closer to the
Navy for 51 months in the Pacific. lives of the people and it la bigger.
He was' a member of the United The federal government has a reStates House of Representatives for sponsibility and lt must be fully
six years, Assistant Secretary of discharged but the public must not
State for 3 years under the Eisen- turn to" Washington with all its
hower Administration, and at one problems."
time the National Chairman of the
Less Freedom Of Choice
Republican Party. He is now, aa
"A transition to Washington
a Senator, serving aa a member on
the Finance and Commerce Com- means less 'freedom of choice' and
all freedoms are baaed on it. Fremittees.
edom of choice gives you the abiliIn His Opening Remarks
ty to produce and the loss of that
In opening, Senator Morton re- freedom will weaken the American
ferred to the recent visits of Pres will to produce. Americans must
Ident Kennedy to Kentucky and in inmre tor ourselves a basic fre
particular to the remarks made by edom of choice not only at the balthe President addressed to the lot box but in life."
Senator asking why he didn't adHis second topic dealt with the
vertise as a Republican. Senator
image the country presents to the
Motion told the audience that he world.
Morton Is afraid
"thought everyone knew I was a that theSenator
States is giving an
Republican. I am proud of it and image ofUnited
"weakness and indecis.

^ted^e
*e«
_^'w
D^n.'ikii«I So^aVda.by
''n»
AhL *age
leads 'to*^^
to miscalculation 'which
nil Republican
presidents a* Ann

^^r
raham Lincoln. *%££
Theodore Soolt
Roose- £ *"• past led the United State.
veil, and especially the Eiaenhow
er administration and the programs which it expanded-REA, Social Security, the interstate highway system, and college and unl-

Progress Staff
Meets Monday
There will be an important
meeting of the Eastern Progress
staff Monday afternoon at 4
o'clock in the Progress office.
All staff members must be present. In case someone has to be
absent one of the editors should
be contacted prior to the meeting time. Anyone wishing to join
the staff is urged to be present
at this time. No prior writing
experience is needed.

into three wars.
He cited as an example the dealings between President Kennedy
and Cuba. The President, shortly
after his inauguration, warned Castro againet an arms buildup. This
seemed to have had little effect, instead, stated Senator Morton, "we
have quit shaking our fiat, come
down a step, and pointed our fingerFollowing the assembly program In an interview with several
Progress staff members, Senator
Morton say he would take the following steps to remedy the threat
of Communism in this hemisphere:
"(1) We must exert our leadership
in the organization of American
States and persuade them to help
us In this hemesphere; (31 With
done with our NATO allies, they
can support our position and help
us in this himesphere; (3) With
these two objectives accomplished then we can begin to think about blockages."
(Continued on Page Six)

Jo Ann Conley Chosen Miss Eastern for [63
DR. CHARLES AMBROSE

Registar To Speak
In IAPPW Confab
Dr. Charles Ambrose, new dean
of admissions at Eastern will have
a major role In the 48th Conference
of the International Association
of Pupil Personnel Workers in
Gary, Ind„ next Monday.
Theme of the four-day meet is
"Realizing the Potential of Youth,"
where noted leaders in pupil personnel will focus on the latest
research and experiences of disciplines dealing with the guidance
of youth.
He will summarize the three
principle addresses at the second
general session.
Ambrose served as president of
the IAPPW during 1959 and is an
honorary life president of the organization. He assumed the duties
of Dean of Admissions at Eastern
in August of this year.
Problems that will be discussed
are efficient methods to aid the
gifted, the dropout, the mentally
deprived, the socially and emotionally handicapped youth In the
schools.
The main area of emphasis in
the program la the exchange of
ideas by the delegates as they
listen to outstanding leaders in
the field. Designed to meet the
practical needs of pupil personnel
workers the convention will end
October 25.
HALLOWEEN PARTY SET
The Collegiate Pentacle will
sponsor a Halloween Party next
Friday night in Burnam Hall.
Get your costumes and watch
for details in next week's Progress.

By RONNIE WOLFE
Edl tor-In-Chief
Jo Ann Conley, a pert twentyone year old blonde, has won the
title of Miss Eastern for 1963.
She was crowned at a dance given in her honor by the Milestone
last Friday night.
Picked from a list of five possible finalists in an, all-campus
election, Jo Ann will' be the official representative for the school at various functions throughout the school year. The other
girls who appeared on the ballot
were Anna Grace Combs, Gloria
Elliott, Connie Mullins, and Janet Wilson.
Bouncy blonde Jo Ann is often
seen sparkling around campus in
one of her usual hurry-scurry
days. Her major, commerce, has
led ber Into several secretarial
positions on campus. At present,
she is serving-as secretary of the
Student Council, secretary of the
Student Board of Publications,

and secretary of the Milestone.
Among her other honors are majorette and Miss Sullivan Hall
which she received in her freshman year.
This typical sparkle was never
greater than the night of the
announcement of her victory as
Miss Eastern. "I've never been so
thrilled in all my life," she exclaimed, "I'm Bo grateful to the
student body, and I'll do my best
to make them proud of me."
Born In Paintsville, Kentucky,
in 1941, Jo Ann is an only child.
"I want to have four children
myself," she beamed, "I think it's
better that way." Her father died
when she was nine and for this
reason says Jo Ann, "I've always
been especially close to my mother."
After graduating from high
school with such honors as Miss
Senior and yearbook editor, Jo
Ann decided to enroll at Eastern.
"I came to Eastern because my

Administration And SC
Fix Homecoming Rules
The administration and Student Council have established and approved the 1961-62 homecoming rules, lt was announced this week. These
eight basic ruels will govern the clubs during the homecoming preparations and festivities:
1. DPJNKTNO AND SMOKING (rom the warehouses by 5:00 p.m.
are absolutely prohibited within the November 4, Sunday,
warehouses.
u. students working on floats
2. Any persons found possessing are prohibited from parking on Big
alcoholic beverages or causing a Hill Avenue.
disturbance will be reported to the
6. The president of each club
administration for disciplinary ac- working on floats In the warchoustlon.
ea will be held responsible for the
3. If any containers of alcoholic action of his club. One active membe veragea are found In the im- ber of the club must be appointed
mediate area of a float, the club by the club president to act as
constructing the float will be held supervisor of activities during the
responsible.
work sessions.
4. All clubs will be held reapon7. Members of the Student
Bible to see that their work area la Council will visit the warehouses
cleaned and all vehicles removed
(C—oauao ea rage Six)

aunt who lives In Richmond had
graduated from Eastern, and she
influenced my decision," she said,
"And I guess my happiest mom.
ents here have been getting majorette and Mi.* Eastern."
When asked what her most
embarrassing moment was, Jodie
quickly answered, "When I was a
sophomore, I was trying out for
majorette. During my routine, my
baton slipped out of my hand
and hit Mozart In the head. I'll
never forget that."
Her pet peeve? "I have several," she said, "But my greatest
one Is waiting on my food for a
long, long time." Her likes, however, greatly outnumber her dislikes. "I love blue," she said,
"And my favorite food is chicken.
I love onions, too. As far as
sports are concerned, I guess water skiing is the most fun for
me."
After leaving Eastern, Jo- Ann
has definite ideas about "what
she Intends to do. "I'd like to
teach or become a secretary." she
said. "But I don't know which."
Among her other plans is John
Thomas, her steady since Novem*"
ber of last year. "We're not rushing into anything," she said,
"Time will decide what is best
for us."
When asked if there were anything else she'd like to say. bubbling Jodie smiled and replied
with a twinkle in her eyes. "Yes,
I've been in six automobile accidents," she said, stressing that
she hadn't been driving, "And I've
had one abcessed tooth and I also
bad the three day measles In the
fourth grade."
This Is typical of Jo Ann Conley, gay and laughing, yet serioua and responsible. This is the
girl with the All-American personality and the beauty which
radiates to those who know her.
is our Miss Eastern for

MISS EASTERN CROWNED ... Jo Ann Conley, 21 year-old senior from Painsville, waa crowned M
Eastern of 1983 Friday evening at the Miss Eastern Dance, sponsored by the Milestone. She Is pictured,
seated, center, with her court, from left: Connie Mullins, McRoberts; Gloria Elliott, Springfield; Ann
Grace Combs, Lerose, and Janet Wilson, Irvine. Miss Conley was presented Saturday at the *******
East Tennessee football game. She will make several appearances throughout the school year, including a Saturday parade at MMI, the crowning of the CKC football queen on >Jov. 18, and participation in
the Mountain Laurel Festival in the spring, aa Eastern's candidate.
J
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76 Trombomes!!

Bands Bring, Color And Excitement
Last Saturday, more than threethousand high school musicians decked
our campus to celebrate the second annual Band Dav at Eastern. There were
big bands, little bands, good bands,
better bands, blue bands, green bands,
yellow bands, red bands, and any other
of a million combinations. But there
were bands, more bands in tact than
at any other time in Kentucky's history.
There were some bands who could
play, some who were pretty sure they
could, and others who tried—all of
which added up to an impressive halftime show. Althouqh at times, a youngster may have hit a C on a trumpet
which was supopsed to have produced
the sound of an F, the important thing
was that he was there, and he was trying. The sounds he produced were inspiring, and the colors were radiant. It
was an educational experience for interested observors as well, as for the
youngsters involved.

One interesting aspect of the entire day was meal time. The entire
group was served in about thfrty-five
minutes. This should definitely be a record of some kind, but in any case- it
was a unique feature which is not always enjoyed by restaurant goers.
At half time, they came—the reds,
the blues, the yeHows, the qreens, the
oranges, the whites, the blacks, the purples, and the combinations. It was surprising how they managed to find their
fellow band members on the field. As
one awed youngster remarked, "1 think
lI'm
m supposed to be on the
me twenty yard
yara
line." He seemed to be consoled by the
fact that if he were but of piece, he
probably would never be noticed.
With the ended day, the high schoolers boarded their buses and headed
home. It had been a day of big things,
a day of streamlined operations, a day
that they would long remember, and a
day that we could never forget.

f # >?,JP7.30 fum,

12:«6 p.m.
7:30 pin.

Quiet Please!!
Like to study where It's quiet and peaceful?
Like to do your concentrating in deep silence? Here
are some rules that you might like to see adopted
In your dormitory.
1. All residents must wear crepe sole shoes at
all times.
2. Muffle your alarm clock.
3. If you must type, use foam rubber pads beneath your paper.
4. Do not take exercises—the noise of cracking
bones disturb the people below.
5. Brush your teeth only while standing in the
closet with the door closed.
6. If you insist on playing radios and record
players, turn them down so low you can't hear them.
7. If you smile, don't crack your face or grind
your teeth.
8. Do not talk above a whisper at any time.
9. From 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. do not talk at all.
10. Anyone caught sneezing or coughing Inside
the dorm will receive not less than six months
campus.
11. Nothing as noisy as dealing cards will be
allowed.
12. If your pen scratches, do not allow it to touch
the paper.
13 Don't comb your hair. The popping of electricity will disturb others.
14. If you have asthma, don't breathe.
15. In other words,
DROP DEAD!! But
Silently!

TT'ealey Foundation, aba
Westminster Fellowship
Little Theater
Newman Club
Room 201, S.U.B.
Women's Recreation Association
Little Gym
D. ft F.
Cafeteria
YWCa
Little Theatre
Church of Chlrst Group
Room 22, Coats Bldg.
Newman Club
Room 102, Univ. Bldg.
lent Council
Room 201. B.U.B.
Club
Little Theater
Penlacte Halloween Party
Basement.
Burnam Hall

—

Ptof, A'* Ymr thfih For Grading
(ACP) — Just What makes a good teacher? What kind of an instructor appeals to the student most?
A survey at .Dan Dlflgb City C6llege, reported in the Fortnightly,
shows that the ideal prof Is:

The Senator Says

What Is A Newspaper?

in this regard, but some of us do not
wish to learn. We persist in rufusing to
understand that one individual plus one
individual plus one individual make up a
"Who am I among thousands? What
can I do." They do not seem to realize
that just one spark starts a fire, one raindrop a torrent, one man a race and one
termite a ruin.
The Songleur, St. Francis College

CAMPUS CALENDAR

12:40 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.nt.
6:90 p.jli.

The People Shun Reponsibility
(ACPI—We like to believe the world
evolves around us—at least that is until
someone asks us to help save our world.
It is very difficult, in fact, it is well
night impossible, to inculcate in the
average human being a sense of responsibility to the common good. As
soon as we approach a fellow-man with
the proposal that on him as an individual,
and on us as a group of individuals, rests
the destiny of our nation, he immediately protests, that he has no such influence. "What am I," he wails deprecatingly, "in the face of so many thousand others?"
This reaction strikes most of us as
being very untypical of our decidedly
egocentric race. It normally requires extraordinary persuasive power to convine us that we are really not the center
of the universe; we feel that we are all
important, the axis on which the world
revolves; if anything goes wrong with
us, Nature must needs sit down and
weep.
Well then, why the sudden, profound
humility? Why do we persist in talking
and acting as if we believed ourselves
all powerful and yet, when called upon
to vindicate our claim we hide under a
cloak of self-depreciation? Is it a question of expediency or do we really not
believe in the power of the crusading individual?'
History has many lessons to teach us

L

MONDAY, OCTOBER 22—
12:40 p.m.
Newman Club
Little Theater
4:00 p.m.
Women's Recreation Association
Little My in
5:00 p.m.
Weajey Foundation
Cafeteria
540 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club
Cafeteria and Room 201
7:00 fcm.
Messiah Chorus Rehearsal Choir Room. Farter Bldg.
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 23—
12:40 pju.
D. 8. F„ Wesley Foundation, and
Westminster Fellowship
Little Theater
12:4.0 p.rh.
Newman Club.
Room 201, S.U.B.
4:00 p.m.
Franklin County Club
Room 111. Science Hall
5:00 p.m.
Junior Class Officers
Room 201, 8.U.B.
5:00 p.m.
Little Theater Club
Little Theater
5:00 p.m.
Drum and Sandal
Little Gym
8:00 p. m.
Mathematics Club
Cafeteria and Roar IB
6:00 p.m.
Pi Omega Pi
Room C, Coates Bldg.
6.15 p.m.
Le Cercle Franciais
Dr. Murbach's Home
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24—
10:10 a.m.
A—embty—
Brock Auditorium
•The Potboiler" Presented by 282 Drama Clusa
12:40 Mi.
Newman . Club
Little Theater
5:00 p>.
Harlan County Hub
Room 201, S.U.B.
5:00 p-ra.
Floyd QpUJity Club
Room .106, Univ. Bldg,
0:00 pm.
fcyma Club "
Room 201, S.U.B.
6:S0 »,».
Biology Club
Room 111, Science Hall
7:80 pm.
Student Discussion Croup
Room ,201. S.U.B.
-Walunt Hull
8>:00 ».m.
OAKS
Room 111, Science Hall

Dan McDonald, military editor

RONNIE WOLFE, editor
MARY ANN NELSON
BEN CARTINHOI'R
news editor
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STEVE MrMILLIN, business manager
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 19, 1982

Brenda Owens, feature editor

Editor's Note: This is the first in a two-part
series in the observance of National Newspaper
Week which comes in October.
By KEP. CARL ALBERT
Majority Leader, TJ. 8. House of Representatives
To the layman, a newspaper is a sometimes
satisfying, occasionally perplexing, and often exciting experience. To the newspaperman, the
American public must present a similar enigma.
As an element in our society we view no single
institution as more fundamental than the press in
expressing the divergent views arising out of free
and open discussion; more formidable in the
structuring of public opinion; or more faithful in
the excution of its vast responsibilities.
In an age of potential push-button annihilation
when the repercussions of error can be catastrophic,
we must be able to marshal! the best thinking of
the best minds and bring it to bear on the problem at band. The functioning of an open, 1democratic society demands in informed populace . History
Is replete with decisions not made or made erroneously because the weight of public opinion
was against them. Thus, a newspaper becomes
the means of disseminating Information — accurate, factual in formation—to serve as the basis
for reasoned judgment.
This is not to say that a newspaper is committed to total objectivity. What could be more apEropriate in a free society than the expression of
onest convicitons strongly held ? No man would
deny a newspaper editor the citizen's privilege to
form an opinion on the basis of the available facts
and argue the wisdom of his decision. Nor would
any respnsible editor deny the citizen's right of
access to all the available facts, presented without
bias, on which to base his judgment.
The Factors Emerge
Many factors emerge which affect the newspaper's basic function as a disseminator of In'
formation. The newspaper has a responsibility to
the local community it serves. This public service
aspect is familiar to us all in announcements of
community interest local news and feature
stories. More important, however, is the service
rendered by the newspaper which recognizes its
influence on the public mind, to stimulate the interest and arouse the concern of the average citizen
in those issues which are broader than hie private
world. No concept is more germane to the success
of democratic government than the proposition that

every citizen shares the responsibllitly for his
mv»mm.ni N« in»titnti™ n<«.fnnn. . .......
PubhcTrvice%1
oreCiL VFS2I
t/ful
m
ihi.r«^wmr Preparing
the citisen to
fulfill
tnis responsibility,
The supposed inroads of the 'electronic media"
in the areas of disseminating informaton and Influencing public opinion have been the subject of
considerable discussion in recent years. There is no
doubt that radio and television have profoundly
changed the habits of news-hungry Americans. On-

INTELLIGENT- ^Me can tell you the number of button* on General
Ouster's coat and the size of Abe Lincoln's shoes. He expresses himself
well, and the student does not need a dictionary to answer a question.
He was an A student in college but won't mention it.
HUMOROUS- His key to avoiding dullness m class is humor. His
jokes are fresh, and the shy blonde In the corner of the room need not
fret about turning red.
DOWN-TO-EARTH—He has a large vocabulary but seldom h* ever
resorts to it. He does not have a superior attitude and can explain basic
al ebra wlthout
*
"*M«T**>u *•» « eve° thm*h he know, it inside
^
out He g,vrt you ,£„ ,eeiln. that he wants to help you leam as
quickly and as easily as possible.
WELL-DRESSED-Bis ties are not Ivy League, and although he
might wear the same suit three Umes (n a row, he's neat,
INFORMAL—He's firm but not rigid. He wBl talk about religion
0r the Twlst and id tne
*
basketball team about the game it lost by 20
mts
P°
without getUng any scowls.

8
8,ener aM
eW
n^uELSTT
"^!eS and
^H "
^°
EFFIcrJBNT-He
gives^
students /
plenty of time and notice before
participate in the news,
newspapers, ^
by ?K
their
„ ^ ^^
a ^ and
quic ly^e lMi the clM# ^ wly tf
very nature cannot compete with this speed in „,,.„ is no more to be said In his lecture,
transltting information. On the other hand, the
electronic media cannot compete with the newsFRIENDLY—He never hesitates to say hello when he sees you in
papers in the depth of news coverage presented, the patio and will chat about the football team or your favorite subThe permanency of the written word—its avaUabil- ject. He'll give you advice when you ask for it.
lty for later close scrutiny and intensive study— ~ , _■■_ c—. 1_IM.m ••
Mat m —■ -...* «.
provide the opportunity to delve below the .surface ^^^S?vL^J^^^S^V^^tS^V^£^ «
Wb
of the issue and probe the principles underly** it. *!£.,*££ Sroy 'three t'uSe.Tone
wlet^
'
*™" °" *"°°
w
v
Pouhrlty Not A Good
^^ ^^
When a newspaper succumbs to the temptation
These are the things that make students say, "That teacher's .
e
to simplify issues in order to popularise them, it gtat9- Hw
'» ^Wy but you learn."
loses the advantage of the analytical and abdicates
™ «*> P&Mf* <* these and an Important person hi society.
Its responsibility for the accurate. That portion of He's
overworked, underpaid and a person you'll remember 20 years
the public interested only a sketchy supertical re- 'r°m now- Most 6t ill he's scholarly and human, willing to admit when
porting of circumstances can be satisfied by a he'a Wrong.
five-minute newscast; the man who seeks a solution
through the logical sequence of sifting facts, ideas,
and theories demands the full presentation that
only a newspaper can give. It Is not beyond the
realm of probability that the majority of newspaper readers desire facts plus analysis, both
Weekly Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky State College
clearly delineated. It is not inconceivable that the
majority are sophisticated enough to recognize
Member:
the shades of gray, as well as the black and
Associated Collegiate Press Association
white, of a given problem. It Is not Implausible
to challenge the old notion that sensationalism
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
sells newspaper; rather, is logical to View a
newspaper as fulfilling the dual role of informant
Kentucky Press Association
and analyst
Represented for national advertising by
Faced with the dynamic world In which We live,
National Advertising Service, Inc.
the concept of the newspaper and Its role in our
society cannot remain static. Used Irresponsibly
Weekly throughout the school year, except for «ocor unjustly, the power of the press can be
snd holidays, by the authority of the Board of
torch to raze our democraUc structure a n d redent
. a at Eastern Kentucky State College, and under
duce to ashes our confidence In the ability of
management of Don reltner. Director, Division of
man to determine his destiny; used with responsibility and"lnteiugence7'the''pcmr~of'W^eM rNibuctty and Publications,
can reman the cornerstone of bur monument to
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office m Richdemocracy.
mond, Kentucky.
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A Professor Pries The Lid Off Constructive Conservatism
(Editors note: This is the second installment in the
Conservatism-Liberalism series. This week, Conservatism In the 'OO's. Next week, an historical study on
Liberalism.)
By CHARLES WARREN VAN CLEVE
Assistant Professor of Political Science
Dissent, In the American tradition and way of life,
has always been esteemed and yet quite often not welcomed. For the dedicated believer there is really nothing very illogical, to paraphrase one of the invaluable
dissents of Mr. Justice Holmes, in negatively championing his cause by scoring disagreement and suppressing
opposition. But in the perspective of realizing that time
has upset many fighting faiths and that the price of
oppression has so very frequently far outweighed the
value of triumph, democratic man has come to place
the highest priority on the principle that truth will
frevall on Its own merits In the marketplace of Ideas,
reedom of thought and willingness to defend to the
death the rights of those who differ from us form part
of the core essence of democracy, a consecration this
country has fulfilled with excelence and one which must
underly the classic divergence of political approach and
commitment that has been styled liberalism and conservatism.
Ike Ions' Invade Us
In a sense the powerful proliferation of 'isms'- has
been at once the distinguishing hallmark and the crushing cross of this century, racked as it has been with a
multitude of destructive disunities among humanity and
the wars that have been both their consequence and
their cause. In the process concepts like conservative
and its counterparts have been almost lost in the confusion, and even altered almost beyond recognition.
But the terms persist, and something of their permanent meaning abides. In the standard circular seating
distribution of European parliaments the party to the
extreme left of the speaker's dais Is the Communist
placed next to them, and definitely on the left, are the
socialists. Immediately to the left of the center of the
house are the liberals, while right across the aisle on
the right are the conservatives; between them in the
very center is located an intermixed blend usually
termed the moderates. Beyond the conservatives and
substantially to the right are the deep conservatives who
are also sometimes styled reactionaries, while on the
uctreme right are intransigent groups adhering to anuated or totalitarian principles and normally labeled
" as monarchist or-far more gravely-fascists.
ASsntttedly the classification is rough and should
• «w so compartmentalized As to pale the many
■Mul shadings existent in (his spectrum, but it
nAitute an accepted andluseful framework of
• of accepted released. Technically then a

conservative is one who stands somewhat to the right
of center, and who philosophically seeks to preserve
while not necessarily denying the need nor the fact of
political change.
America Is Not Europe
Trite though it may seem, stress must be layed on
the reflection that America Is not Europe. This country
has no monarchy to restore, no dispossessed aristocracy
to relnstltute, no disestablished church to reinstate, no
overturned economic order to reinstall, and no bitter,
burning myth of national pride to redeem with twisted,
swastika ferocity. We have been largely free from these
flssurlng conflicts that have plagued our mother civilization, with the beneficial result that our conservativeliberal divisions do not degenerate so far as to be mortally divisive. Moreover we have achieved a fundamental consensus on many of the explosive Issues that once
produce discord in our own past. Few if any Americans
today raise unyielding challenge on such questions as
the legitimate supremacy of the federal authority. Hie
sovereignty of the people, the permanence of the national union, the Inherent danger of unconditional concentration of economic power, or the iniquity of slavery.
Not Wisely But To Wed
A willingness to accept the resolutions of the pest
has long been a major mark of Americans national
strength, just as an even greater source of strength
has been our common faith in, and dedication to, the
principle of progress. And it is In the quality of this
progress, the values it subserves and the heritage it
may shed on the way, that the modern conservative in
America finds the deepest source of disturbance.
Concern Has Concern
So deep has this concern become, as a matter of
fact, that its dejection can well master Its anxiety and
its effort can submerge Its aims. This phenomena has
been extensively chronicled as the recent rise of the
far right wing In this country, a series of movements
that in large measure reflect conservative principles
but distorts that reflection through zealous oversimplification. Whatever its other Implications, and many
people think them seriously damaging, rightist extremism endangers its parent by undermining its rationality and casting doubt upon its sincerity.
While the whole of the far right cannot be branded
as injudicious, since many of its general principles
unquestionably serve Americans best interests, still the
dogmatic aspects are readily apparent. While nearly
all of them would repudiate the vicious program of the
American Nazi party, some rightist groups among other things have branded water flouridaUon and mental
health programs as subtle brainwashing designed to
weaken the public mind, indicted the Supreme Court
as a nest of treason whose Chief Justice should be

Impeached, charged that large portions of the Protestant ministry honeycombed with fellow travelers,
searched and suppressed school textbooks fo rthe least
sign of deviation from a straltjacket orthodoxy and
even termed a man like Eisenhower a conscious agent
of the Communist conspiracy. Moreover when combined with specific emotionally-charged issues, like school
integration, this kind of atttltude leads not only to
trouble but to tragedy.
Neither the outlook nor the methods of the far right
contributed to sound political thought or activity. It
squarely champions anti-Communism, laudable
enough in itself, but in an essentially negative and
irresponsible manner that both evinces and foments
hysteria. Its advocates presume to find both the country
and its government rigid with a vast internal conspiracy,
and in the process Ore undlscriminating scattershot
charges of treason against anyone and anything who
deviate from their brand of Americanism. This ultraconservatism tends to find red infiltration and adulteration everywhere, perceives all Issues as a matter of
pure black and white, and In numerous instances has
not shrunk from utilizing tactics of vilification, fear,
and intimidation in local vigilante actions against both
individuals and Institutions tactics that show little regard for fairness. For them the disease is so vile and so
far gone that only one cure will suffice and In this
treatment the end justifies the means.
Majority Not Irresponsible
Such irresponsibility most certainly does not
characterize the vast rmsjprity of those of the conservative bent, but enough of the aura penetrates to give
some contemporary Issues a harsh hue. Thus certain
strains in modern American conservatism condemn all
participation in the United Nations, denounce just about
every aspect of foreign aid, castigate the Income tax
as a socialistic confiscation of earned wealth, oppose
most welfare measures as conspiracies to extend centralization, vllllfy opposing organisations in controversial Melds like civil rights, and indiscriminately equate
liberalism with socialism and socialism with Communism
both here and abroad. Such issues as these bear a large
area for legitimate disagreement but to approach them
no matter how sincerely in a spirit of narrow irreconcilability has the effect of discouraging rather than
elevating demOcratice consideration.
This temper of inflexible oversimplification, however, by no means characterizes the whole of the conservative school of thought nor does it essentially
downgrade the worth of conservative views on the vital
problems of the day. Just as the conservative no matter
how dedicated has no proper grounds for stamping the
liberal as a traitorous red agent, neither has the liberal
not matter how dedicated any1 sight to insist that one

conservative can only be regarded as a reactionary
neofasclst. Liberalism as an operative philosophy of
government has for the present carried the day in the
United States, but liberalism In none of its aspects can
be considered sacrosanct. In the marvelous English
phase there ever exists a need for "loyal opposition,"
and a strong and vigilant one at that
r
Senator Cold water Speaks
Such a responsible critic Is Senator Barry Goldwater, successor to the late, great Robert Taft as the
acknowledged spokesman of responsible American conservatism. In his basic premise, Goldwater as stipulated that, while circumstances change, principles do not
thereby become Irrelevant nor does the accumulated
wisdom and experience of the past become outmoded.
Conservatism should not feel any compulsion to apologize for Itself, and should actively dispel any misapprehension about Its being a rationalization of entrenched privilege that would assure its true nature as political doctrine. In the Senator's judgement the conservative emphasizes man's unique individuality, his spiritual
aspects, and this primary responslbrlty for Ida own
development. As the Ultimate he seeks the maximisation of freedom compatible with the maintenance of
workable social order, and stands forever on guard
against the absolute power that corrupts absolutely.
On special contemporary issues Goldwater espouses
definite and controversial positions, but does so Well
within the confines of intelligent political evaluation.
He warns against the abandonment of the principle of
limited government and pointedly advocates adherence
to strict constitutional standards, a position at least
salutary in an age where power unquestionably gravites toward the federal center. As a counterpart he urges
far more consideration for the rights of the states, thus
admonishing care for the essential federal aspect of the
federal structure.
He Speaks On Agriculture
In the fields of agriculture and labor he espouses
strong medical solutions with which many citizens will
distinctly disagree, but in so offers constructive approaches to what has become an obviously perplexing
dilemma on the one hand and a deep need for redress
to regain balance on the other. In the reals* of taxation
and spending hie urges tax revision and relief for economic stimulation and a steadfast lofahy u fiscal .integrity, a treatment placing more unportance upon vital
means rather than vital ends.
In some rather drastic opffissos an welfare Goldwater nevertheless points out the dtrsjnrs tp self-reliance from too great » destenneftcs Ufoa fls*re
accentuating as corollaries the potential subordination
of the individual to the state and the veiled, creeping

threat of collectivization involved. Finally, In perhaps
his best role, he constantly called for recognition of the
permanent threat of the Communist conspiracy and the
absolute necessity of sacriflCe to meet Its challenges.
For him victory must be our goal, not peace at any
price no matter how alluring its prospects.
The Temperate Approach
Such a program, and those substantially similar to
it In element and in spirit, fit well into the evolved
principles of responsible conservatism. Man's mixed
nature does Indeed contain depraved tendencies no political system can afford to ignore, and private property
properly safeguarded reinforces liberty and provides a
source of personal as well as societal security. Man's
fallible reason needs the regulatory guidance and the
enriching inheritance of the tested past, and drained
of the Hebraic-Christian religious heritage western civilisation loses much of Its meaning. American experience as a whole has proved beyond much doubt that
limited government functions as the antithesis to totalitarian government, while an endorsement of flexible
and porous Inequality recognizes reality at the same
time that It upholds the, essential ethical equality of
personal dignity and equitable justice.
Change accomplished by evolution rather than revolution can achieve just as much with far less cost,
and the infinite varieties of individualism still serve as
the creative source of the life's higher and richer aspects of life. For man to enjoy his rights he must fulfill Ms duties, and then only can he rise to the high
level presupposed by democracy where he Is required
to know and to rule himself. Lastly and perhaps most
vitally of an be must infinitely value the rule of law,
tpr this alone separatee him as a social creature from
the jungle from which be emerged.
then constitutes the constructive conservative,
ical approach which looks critically to the rate
nty of change kaReskl of blindly opposing the
ecHoh of change. Whether Ids particular program be
sound or unsound U In the final analysis, secondary, for
his primarily is the responsible role of keeping the best
while cautiously seeking the better. Translated Into the
motto at the French Revolution the conservative beoocaes the opposite of disruptive, egalitarian destrucHep ■sjerejr he reveres, equality he respects, and fratarrtty he reverences. The meahtag lend experience of
tins rspubac can he expressed to a number of eloquent
ways, but perhaps nevln- mere sooclaotly than hi the
■Weewtto* asxrta D*tOA^--Vof^t God the People
Rule". For our present wwfhetng fee responsible ContaJftfUfisJsd .to the hefUf that this is worth
f. For our future progress, he is committed
the faith that, even more, it Is worth conserving.
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Keith And Vickers Head Soph Honoraries
KIE President Keeps
Busy Doing Everything
By RONNIE WOLFE
Editor in Chief
"My greatest weakness seems to be that I can't always be on
time.'' This modest statement came from Kappa Tota Epsllon's talented
and versatile president, Bob Vickers.
However, this nineteen year old
'
sophomore actually has no reason Bob puts it, you can give most of
to be modest. Majoring In math, the credit to his parents, Mr. and
physics, and chemistry. Bob plans Mrs jonn vickers. Mr. Vickers is
to go to graduate school after he D|rector of the Q,,,,.^ community
leaves Eastern. "After that, he
■
MVS
reallv aon
don'ti Know.
know "
Relations.
has jg
an fc older
says, "II really
J<jhn Bob
Jr whQ
genJorbroa,
As If a triple major weren te- Funnall Un,versltv, a y0lmger
nough to occupy his time, this am- b,.other David, and a younger slsbitious troubleshooter manages ot- ,
irma Prances
her hobbies and Interests as well.
/
' ,„,.„ ., B^,.
His colorful collection of butterWith his older brother at Furflies and rock, reveal many hours man one wouldthink {£* Bob
of time and effort. Not only does "oU™J»*• c°?*d«r*dp *°,9^1
he collect them, but a brief de- Jo Schddltoo. 'I came to Eastern
scrlptlon of their characteristics because I was Impressed with the
and Vcularlties is also one of his tacuKy. ^ mf f^""*.*
specialties.
with all of them."
Heads Sophomore Honorary
^
other coUege Btuden,
horary' B^alsTa SSSsTS
the Baptist Student Union where
he sings in the choir. Is this enough? Not for rowdy Robert.
What time he has left, he spends
drilling with the Perahing R"les
crack drill team and singing with
the Maroontones. a singing group
which has recently been formed on
campus. And then, at the end of a
busy week, Bob manages to sing
in the church choir.
And now you ask, just who is
responsible for this six foot four
inch hunk of dynamite. Well, aa

BOB VIOKERS

Bob has hi. like, and dUUkea "My
ES^fUST?
Jj fXSta •?£
P»*«r »«J«*''»'
• mh"J!!Pm«v
»<"<>• *• «J ^ .,1te"J,elBh" fSS
mm; Ml*em ' Hike to eat best
?' all." ■• ■»«• A"*1 » a,so llke
basketball,
Bob Has Favorites
Bob's favorite actor and actress
are Charleston Heston and Shirley
Jones. He chose basketball as his
favorite sport and shrimp and
french fries as Ms favorite food."
red Is the best color, "he says,
"But that an depends on whoa

wearing It." and for music, he prefers • little of all kinds except
country and western.
Bob's busy life started years ago. Originally, he attended Franklin County high school, but he moved to Richmond to graduate from
Model high school here. A long
list ot honors left high school With
him. some of which Were Mr. Pop
ulartt*. Moat Outstanding Junior
and drum major.
Besides his modesty, another
outstanding characteristic Of this
tall, dark, and handsome tad is
his outlook oh life and his summation of the past. "If I could have
one iWah," he said, "I would Wish
for the greatest happiness in school
and in later life as well." I've been
lucky thus tar, "he continued, "I've
had moat of the things that I ever
wanted badly, but have been disappointed at times too."
The Future Is Planned
The future? Although he pleads
the fifth amendment on girls, four
children and a home in Kentucky
or Nptth Carolina shine brighten
In Bob's plans. More Immediate
than that however, are his plans
tor KIE. "We're planning several
things for our organization," he
said,"but in general, we want to
serve the campus as best we can."
All this in only nineteen short
years. The future is indeed bright
for this campus leader and with so
many qualifications and so much
experience, it's for sure that although he may not always get to
his destinations on time now,
when time comes for the rewards
for success in life, he should be
first in line.
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CWENS President Wants

DAVIS
Beauty Salon

To Be Be$t Teacher Ever
By HERALD MAF.RX

"Four stylists
to serve you."

ProgrenA Staff Writer

The President of Cw*n* this year is Beverly Keith, an attractive
elementary education major from Corbln, Ky. She aspires to be "the
Beat teacher Eastern ha* ever made."
Beverly, who Blahs to teach in
the piimatv grades, is also active
Candidates for membership are
in the T.W.C.A. Her special interests include people, dancing, tapped In the spring of their freshman year, but aren't actually acbasketball, and football.
In high School. Beverly presided tive members until the sophomore
over the local chapter of the Beta year. Although membership isn't
dull. Among other honors, she re- extended beyond the second year,
ceived the D.A. R. dobd Citlien A- Beverly states this general princiward, and the Betty Crocker ple. "Once a Cwen, always a
Homemaker Award. She served as Cwen."
The Eastern chapter became acsenior class secretaty, and was voted in the Senior Superlatives in tive in IMS. under the sponsorship
Corbin's yearbook as Hardest Wor- ot Enimn T. Case.
ker. These not only help explain
The CWBSNS projects Beverly
why she was elected Cwens Presi- named Included helping with freshdent, but also why she was cited man registration, serving as guides
for her outstanding contributions to for certain activities, such as Band
Sullivan Hall as a resident and as day. making up a Thanksgiving
a member of the House Council.
Basket for an underprlvlltged famCwens is an Anglo-Saxon word ily, giving a party during the
meaning queen, or lady, and Bev- Thanksgiving — Christmas season
erly states that "all our members for underprivileged children, and
are just that". There are presently many others. The motto of the
club, as Beverly stated it. Is "We
29, members In the organization.
Membership criteria for Cwens. are always ready to serve faculty
a sophomore women's honorary, and students".
BeVerly. as well as all Cwens, Is
is based on the freshmen woman's records. This includes not on- disturbed by the fact that the orly their scholastic average, which ganization isn't better known, and
must be 2.D or better, but also membership sought after more on
campus activities, leadership a- Eastern's campus. As she expresblltty, and school spirit. One of the sively says. "Cwens has come to
alms of the club Is to promote mean so much to me, I want everyscholarship and leadership" In the one to know about It. and what it
freshman class.
stands for."

PHONE 623-1200
Across from "Spec's"

Front Wheel
Alignment
Tire Balancing
"repairing a specialty"

Geo. H. West
Garage
North St.
Phone 623-2998

BEVERLY KEITH

STOCKTON'S
DRUGS
Main Street,

Casing The Clubs

Many Club Activties In Full Swing On Eastern Campus
Seminary, Louisville, and received the honorary Doctorate of
Cnristfan Education degree from
Stetson University, Deland. Florida. He will be in Richmond to
conduct a series of services at
evening next week at 7:45 p.m.
He w3l also speak at 10 a.m.,

BT JUDY WOODS
Clubs Editor

for circus costumes to Sharon
Vater, funniest;
Anna Grace
Combs, prettiest; Terri Groves
and Die* Morris, best dressed
couple.
——
H Omega H Meets
p. n<nMra p, hiid its „„_., re_

via as e candidate for Hoihecoet-X In other bUBlhes*: Gene Camtag Queen.
Arose was WIMlflto club photoon October 19. 20. and 21. five l»Jte. SSJT^J^MX
officers, of the Wesley Fouhfta- Wendell ^McCowt were placed In
lntr mural Bow
tion will attend the Kentucky ,c**f?V?Jrt
»
Methodist
Student
Movement '"»* League.
Conference at Sue Bennett Cdl- . In addition to Dr. Orr and Mr.
leg* in London, Kentucky. Tne Vickers, Mrs. Robert Martin was

Floyd Ceimtohw FJec|
Tto IW* County Club has
Bill
FS, indent gtoMODM
FrtaeU. ft*^*t*» Oom*
!£StarV^BandvCUck MMttMh
•*»«WW1 ""£•""■ "15532
H*"""* «aimon, publicity
chairman

S* *™ —" - sSSSSv^ «;ar"i5 3/~Ks« s3?£."fi3j5
Orleans Baptist Seminary, will
present special music at Vespers
Wednesday evening. He will
be on campus to counsel with
students interested In church- related .vocations.
Carolyn King, a sophomore
'-from Whtttey City, will speak on
Monday evening at Vespers She
serves as music chairman Of the
,-, •-».. ,r ,
,. .
,
Dwight K Lyons, director of
a
f
a dZ„J£fZL^KriZf
discuss.on group Friday fmm
from

dent teaching. The panel was
composed of: Bob Becker, a former Rastem graduate; Mr. Edsel
Mounts, a member of the Eastern faculty, and Barbara French,
the daughter of a faculty member.
problems that oecur hi student
were discussed. Miss
teacnmg
^Ki hlgn ^hod
Prench toM
students liked and disliked about
Btuamt teachers.
A short
meeting was
^
^ Business
^ ^^^

Shields. Mrs. Morris Swafford. Building.
director or the ,We"ley>. "HE
Caflueeib. Club Calls
"on, will also attend the confer^ jackVo*e rf FortTponuu,
ence.
wffl speak Monday
at 7 :S0 p.m. on "Drug And Narcor. .
r«m.tv winn.
tics Control." The meeting will be
Franklin
County Flairs
Jield in Science 810.
"*** Franklin Ovmty Ch*-»
All interested persons are invited
now in full awihg. The big issue w attend
of ^^ meeting Tuesday afternoon was the homiedmmg par*
ade. Carolyn Brock. ehtirntaJtot
the homecomhtg
float
cdmnlltte*.
^^ oh
h6^
rnitch i

discussion group will, consider Robert W. Spike's book. "To Be A
Man." All students are Invited to_
participate.
BSTJ'ers have elected Anna
Qrace combs to represent them
m the Homecoming activities. Anna Grace Is a senior from Lerose,
Ky.
sixty students attended the
BSU Circus party last Saturday
evening. Prizes were awarded

The initiation and pledge serview for new members was set
ror
for November
«ovemDer IJ,
13, wun
with a dinner
meeting at Boone Tavern in Berea.

<
"
J*7??1!^^* c^i3J2
th ne t,
? t,.. L*e, . * ^"^i'^iJ
and
—■— r-t^jr - ^iiir UE.:
BJFLet
.i;
^^^^"^i"^/^!^^
fi*T5lSL
^^"^
ttle t
™meOf the WUr ridmlhee*. Pa,t Bogle wa* elected to rebreaent Franklin County ttn the float. A. wletler rodst Ik being planned for d
members and their date* as soon
after hdfhecomlng as feasible.
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I))t. HAROLD INGHRAM
BSU Brrkons
Dr. Harold Inghram, director
of the Service division of the
Baptist Sunday School, Nashville,
will apeak at Vespers Tuesday
and Wednesday at 6:3C p.m. at
the Baptist Student Center. 325
South Second Street.
Dr Inghram is a graduate of
the Southern Baptist Theological

t

Wertey Club Meeta
Dr. Parkhurst was the guest
meeting: of Wesley Foundation
oh Monday, October 15. He spoke
to the group about Pi Tau Chi.
Wesley elected Misa Diana Da-

^ j,^ j^
The EARS. Bakterh Amateur
October 23, at 7:80 p.m. All per«on» inUMted In amateur radio
and would like to learn code for
RadiO Sdclety, will meet Tuesday
a ltcenae are Invited. Code practied* atid other iriterestlng activities are held weekly.

Richmond, Ky.

Best Wishes
For The Ntew

. . . lUm nMw ll Mana -ill (Ml

V.IM.OU<

Mra

I«M

4ilicat« Htfiti.

Quick as:
I. M0ISIEN
1. HUSH
1. HEMOYE
tPOTXWAY tM Mill

School Year!

iMt rp—m i—i i.»tmi

COLLEGE

BOOK
STORE

year 'round
SPORT COATS
of imported Italian velour
SPECIAL

$1 Q
sb*. 35 to 44

What a buy! Luxurious imported velours,
woven in Italy especially for Penhey's . . . styfcd
by skilled American tailors. Choose exciting dark
tone patterns In a rich blend or Wool acrylic and
Dacron polyester. All 3-button models! All amazing year-round weights! Hurry! Don't miss this
special buy! Coose yours today!

SPECIAL!
Maroon Blazers

15

00

Beautiful Eastern Maroon
blazers in \$Oft wool. All with
Eastern emblem at the special
price of only J15.00.

$095
•taesM to«

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Gains (Shoeless Joe) Flavins, top discus slinger. "I'm a pack per diem man," says Shoeless Joe, "and
I caB tell you every Tareyton gives me bonus flavor—de gmstibus you never thought you'd get from any filter
cigarette, lake a couple of pax vobiscum next time you rw
come to tb«Coliseum. Better still, buy 'em by the carton."
Dual Filter mmkm thu dijffer+ncm

m

Why pay more? PenneyJ
brings you a rich blend of 100% ~
virgin wool worsted. Take your
"t of pleated or plain front
lets In charcoal, medium
y„ brown, black, ollre. Choose
rs today, while selecUon is
est.

Remember you «en eheroe it at Penney's

"See Us for your
Drug Needs"
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•

•

Maroons Take OVC Break;
Meet Winless Austin Peay

•

Doug's Sports Beat
with Doug Whitlock
Progress Sports Editor

Coach Glenn I'resnell's Maroons take a week off from their rugged OVC schedule this week, after
dropping the two unbeaten teams in the loop in conscutlve games, with the Austin Peay Governors, in
ClarksvUle, Tenn., tomorrow.
Even though the Govs are winless thus far they have the potential to play with anyone In
this league,
with 15 lettermen
returning In the backfield alone.
Presnell was all smiles again
this week as he reviewed his
team's
impressive 20-14 comefrom-behind victory over Ohio
Monday Tom White, sports writer for the Lexington . Leader
Valley Conference leader. East
said. "Eastern's Maroons have a look of champions."
Tennessee.
LOUISVILLE, KY.,-Jlmmy Ba- pulled m 11 flip?, five more than
White said this after witnessing the Maroons stage one of the
"It was soother team effort,
ker
and
Larry
Marmie,
a
couple
his
nearest
pursuer
in
conference
most dramatic come-from-behind wins ever played on the Hanger
the genial Maroon coach said.
of "do-everything" quarterbacks, play.
"Wasn't Marmie (Larry, 6-2, 187
Stadium field.
currently are making the biggest
Morehead's end, Mike Brown, pound quarterback)
His statement would have probablv been even more forceful
tremendous
statistical noise in Ohio Valley who had to move from quarterback
if he could have seen the 28-8 blasting of Middle Tennessee, or the
again? He has realty developed
Conference football circles.
JUST WAIT TILL NEXT TIME . . . That's what Jimmy Trachsel, 21, Eastern halfback, seems to be
because of an old shoulder injury, mis year. Man, he did us quite a
season opener over Tampa, 22-6.
East Tennessee's Baker, a 165- heads the punting department with Job!"
In fact, the only time this year the Maroons haven't looked like
saying to his tackier, Pete Hunt, 83, East Tennessee end, after gaining short yardage. Later in the ball
pound Junior from RossviUe, Ga., a nifty 37.9 yard average.
champions was In the 17-14 loss to fircd-up Murray, but it looks
game, Trachsel made the key play of the game on a 60 yard run while the Maroons were deep in their
He was high in his praises of
scored a "triple" over the weekend
as if that type of game may be out of their system now.
In all-games statistics, Murray's the Eaist Tennesse team that still
own territory on third down and long yardage. An unidentified Eastern player Is unsuccessfully trying
by retaining his hold on the total
He had praise for the sophomores and juniors on the Maroon
Glover
leads
in
rushing
with
856
leads the OVC, one-half game in
to block Hunt out of the play. Others in the photo are Buc halfback Phil Morgan, 23, on ground; 76,
offense and scoring leads and adsquad as he said, "But with the chips on the line Eastern's sophoding the rushing lead for good yards, to 294 for Baker of East front of Eastern, Morehead and
Doug Light, a guard, and 50, Jerry Kirk, the Buc center.
Tennessee. However, Baker is tops Middle Tennessee. "They had a
more and Junior dominated eleven came rolling back. Coach Glenn
measure..
Even
so.
East
TennesPresnell used but three seniors in his starting lineup and only seven
see fell from the unbeaten ranks in passing with 488 yards to 456 real fine team," he quipped. "From
saw action at any time."
by bowing 20-14 to Eastern Ken- for Western Kentucky's 6-4 Jim tackle to tackle, they are mighty
He also commented on the determination of the Maroon squad
tucky's whirlwind finish
(two Daily. Baker also has a command- strong. Their big boys are powering lead in total offense yardage
that "bounced back, each time," to finally take the lead for good.
touchdowns In the last 9:12 minufor overall play. He's amassed ful, and pursued extremely well."
Wendell Wheeler, sophomore end from Ashland, was the center
tes.)
"That Baker (East Tennessee's
782 yards of his team's 1,418, or
of several White comments. "A lineman who shined before a record
Appropriately, the Eastern Kenfine quarterback, Jim Baker) is •
crowd of 7,500, was Wendell Wheeler. .. Wheeler turned in back-totucklan who engineered; the win, better than half the total output.
back defensive gems early in the final quarter which (1) stalled a
Surprisingly powerful Eastern fine football player. I thought we
sophomore Larry Marmie, zoomed
Buc scoring drive and (2) gave Eastern its second touchdown."
Kentucky, which has bumped Mld- contained him pretty well, but he's
into first place In forward passing,
always a threat, both passing and
If he Is right and Eastern can go on for at least a part of the
even though he scored the winning es. East Tennessee, only team that running."
conference title, It will mark the first time since 1954 that a Kentouchdown on the ground (a four- die Tennessee and East Tennessee
tucky eleven has done so. In that year the Maroons were the OVC
The Buccaneer signal caller
yard run, to be exact.) A 187-poun- on successive weekends, leads In
champs.
der from Barnesvllle, O., Marmie team offense with s SOS.S yards gained 62 yards on 12 carries and
average
for
three
conference
gamThere is still a long way to go before that can happen, though.
passed 57 yards in completing 4
played freshman football at Ohio
es. East Tennessee, only team that of 13 passes.
Next Saturday the Maroons meet Western in its homecoming game,
State.
The Maroons threw a monkey loop game at home, while winning came on the first play of the final
has
played
four
loop
games
to
date,
then return home to take on Tennesse Tech and Morehead in back-toPraises Maroon Character
Marmle's hold on the passing
rushing
with a W7.8
back home games.
wrench into the East Tennessee seven and losing four on the road. quarter.
"Our kids showed a lot of charalead is a hairline job, however, as Is tops In
A pair of dazzling runs, by a pair
Western and Tech are dangerous, but unpredictable, and More- Bucaneers' hopes of an undefeaThe Bucs had moved the ball Jim Daily of Western Kentucky is yards mark but Eastern Kentucky cter Saturday, the way they came
ted OVC season, and at the same of M»f>homoi r->, coupled with a duo from deep In their own territory to just five yards back (823-318). Also leads In passing with an average of from behind. We've been on the
head has one of the finest teams in Eagle history.
by a .sophomore
time blew the loop race wide-open of touchdowns
bunched closely at the top are 121.7.
losing end of too many games
MAROONS MADE SURE THERE WILL BE
In conference play, Murry has
with a thrilling 20-14 victory over quarterback was good enough to the Eastern 48 just as the third Murray's Tony Floravantl
(298
similar to this one in recent
period
ended,
and
Baker
started
a
NO UNDEFEATED OVO TEAMS
the visiting Tennesseans here Sat- knock the last undefeated team In touchdown packed fourth quarter yards) and East Tennessee's Baker the best team defensive mark, hav- yearB."
Che thing Eastern has done this year is to make certain, single- urday.
the loop down to within easy striking held three foes to 186.7 yards
with a scoring aerial to Mike Cas- (270).
He called the Bues the best team
handedly, that the conference halo will go to a team that has at least
The largest crowd ever to wit- ing distance of three challengers.
Statistics are based on O.V.C. par start. Middle Tennessee, which the Maroons have met so far. "I
ey,
and
then
the
Maroons
took
ovWith
East
Tennessee
leading
14-7.
one conference loss.
sustained some crippling personnel
ness an Eastern Kentucky athletic
games
only
and
Saturday's
scheddon't see how they can lose anoThis corner commented three weeks ago that the Maroons met event. 7,500, watched with bated In the fourth quarter Eastern sud- er.
ule calls for but one conference losses in its 14-0 setback at Pen- ther conference game." The Bucthe two toughest and the only undefeated teams In the OVC in con- breath as the Maroons won their denly appeared to be out of the
Final Statistics:
game—Tennessee Tech at Murray sacola Navy, is tops in rushing de- caneers meet Middle Tennessee
secutive games, and would have to beat both to stay in contention. first OVC game on the Hanger picture when Buc halfback Bill
fense with 123.0. Topping the casEast. E. Tenn —so Baker and Marmie won't get ualty list for the Blue Raiders was and Morehead in their remainCassidy intercepted a Larry MarThe next day Eastern thumped Middle Tennessee, the pre-season Stadium gridiron since 1958.
a chance to try to solidify their
mie pass on the Maroon 40 and ran Passes Had Intercepted
quarterback Louie Alford, who fi- ing loop games, both of which are
pick to win the crown, and then came home Saturday to
shock
1 gasp on the statistical leads.
1
Better on the Road
it down to the 25.
powerful East Tennessee.
gures to be out the remainder of to be played in Johnson City.
Baker
has
a
bid
edge
in
scorFirst downs rushing .... 10
11
Wheeler Intercepts, Scores
Unless the Bucs do lose one of
During the four years since '58
the campaign with a broken collarEight of the last nine champs have finished undefeated in loop
ing,
with
86
points
to
18
for
Eas2
4
East Tennessee moved the ball First downs passing ....
their remaining two contests they
play.
Eastern has lost eight and tied one
tern Kentucky's twosome of Mar- bone.
easily to the 12, and then Jimmy First downs by penalty
2 mie and all-O.V.C. halfback JimMorehead rated last but now tied will do no worse than tie for the
0
Besides, these last two games have blown the race wide open for
Baker, great Buc quarterback, was Total first downs
15 my Chittum.
for second with Eastern Kentucky championship. They pace the OVC
14
everybody except Tennesse Teh.
trapped for a seven yard loss on Net yards rushing
188
198
Eastern, Middle Tennessee, Morehead, all 2-1, arc one-half game
Jn total offense. Baker leads and Middle Tennessee (2-1), shares with a 3-1 mark. The three nmthe 17. On the next play Baker fir- Passes comp.-attempt. 6-13
4-13 Marmie by 119 yards (529-410) with the team pass defense edge with ners-up are tied with Identical 2-1
behind East Tennessee, 3-1, and Murray and Western each have two
Murray.
ed
a
pass
to
the
15
where.it
was
in1
Passes
had
intercepted
1
records.
losses Tech has dropped three loop encounters.
Murray's Floravantl third at 356.
tercepted by end Wendell Wheeler. Yards passing
57
82
New member Austin Peay, which
Presnell was pleased with the
This early in the season and everyone defeated could make posBaker's hold on the rushing lead
Picking up blpckers, Wheeler ran Own fumbles lost
2 Is on the shaky side since his 259 plays five O.V.C.
1
elevens this depth In the Maroons' lute, "For
sible a champion with two conference losses, but that is not too prostraight up the sideline for the No. punts-average .... 4-37 5-28.8 yards overland total just 25 more campaign, won't compete for the the second straight week, we
bable since East Tennessee has but twoi games left in the OVC and
touchdown on an 85 yard run. Jim- Yards penalized
46
29 than Eastern Kentucky's Chittum. title until next year.
were able to substitute freely
both are at home. One is with crippled Middle Tennessee, the other
my Chittum's attempt to run the Score
20
14
without getting hurt," be said.
with Morehead.
Tommy Glover, Murray's 185two point conversion failed and
Scaae by quarters:
He saM that he thought the Mapound sophomore fullback from
East Tennessee still held a big Eastern
0 7 0 13—20 Henderson, Ky., is third in rushroon* finished the game much
looking 14-13 lead midway of the East Tennessee .... 7 0 0 7—14 ing with 203 yards and he'll get a
stronger than East Tennessee.
final period.
good shot at the top spot this weSenior
Ed
Spenik,
Adah,
A determined Maroon defensive
ekend. A transfer from Alabama,
Pa., was commended for his perMAROON VINYL NAME TAPE ... Suitable for apunit forced the visitors to punt on
Glover was troubled early this seaformance, as was sophomore halftheir next series of plays and Chitplication to luggage, sports equipment, cameras,
son by bursitis of the knee but he
By NICK ZANE
back Jim Trachsel, Waverly, Ohio,
tum called for a fair catch on the
has been at peak form for the last
and sophomore end, Wendell WheFinally
after
"Big
Brother
notebooks, etc. Present your I. D. Card and receive
8 yard line.
two games, rolling up 241 yards in weather, agreed the intramural, eler, Ashland. It was Trachsel's
Two plays gained the same numyour name tape free.
41 trips. He ripped off 138 in 25 football schedule got rolling and 60-yard run, on a crucial third
ber of yards to the 11 and Eastern
carries Saturday for the best some good action was enjoyed. The down situation, that set up the
t5)RJD^7Di OR]
was in the hole, third and eight
ground gaining performance of the change from touch to flag football Maroons' winning touchdown. And,
deep in its own territory.
week, but the outburst came a- was drastic, but the more every- Wheeler's great 86-yard return of
The next play brought the crowd
galnst a non-conference foe.
one plavs it the better they seem an intercepted pass put the Maroto Its feet as Jimmy Trachsel, in
A sophomore halfback, 6-3 Jim to like
for an Injured Rill Goedde, fought
ons back in the game midway in
Burt
of
Western
Kentucky,
conv, .
T*5id
The Leopards got off to a quick
his way threw the East Tennessee
fourth quarter.
110
DIAL
RICHMOND.
tinues to lead the ends a merry start with a win over the Cougars. theAlthuogh
the
usual
situation,
line and secondary, and ran 60
BIO HILL AVC.
WENDELL WHEELER
623-1980
KY.
chase in pass receiving. Burt has
Last Wednesday saw the Tigers, after a team has been highly
yards to the Buccaneer SI yard line
the
Hawks,
and
the
Cardinals
win
before being caught from behind.
keyed up for
two consecutive
over the Bobcats, the Braves, and weeks, wounld indicate a letdown
NOTICE
The Maroons then ground out the
the Rangers, respectively.
rRESHMEN BOYS
yardage in chunks with Chittum alfor a non-loop contest, such as
The Telford Falcoru posted th. Austin
most breaking lose on an eight
Peay,
Presnell
doesn't
Head Basketball Coach Jim
most exciting win of the week-' think this will be a problem. "Our
yard run to the four.
Baechtold announced this week
activity
with
a
narrow
6.Q
win
The Buc defense, looking for
that freshman tryouts for the
kids have some momentum going
over the Keith Hall Eagles, and for them and I believe they like
Chittum, the OVC's number two
frosh basketball squad would
the
Brockton
Panthers
won
by
lusher, to carry, was caught abe hel dtomorrow at 2 p.m. In
the taste of victory too well • to
Sponsored by Madison County Sheriff's Dept.
forfeit over the Browns.
sleep when Marmie called his own
the Weaver Gym.
let up this week," he remarked.
These
Intramural
activities
are
number
and
scooted
untouched
inBe
prompt
and
bring
your
STARRING
The Governors have dropped
designed with the student in mind their first five contests, all of
t# the end zone for his second
■>w.i equipment.
and everyone should make sure
touchdown of the day. Tom Staplewhich have come on the road, and
his team is well represented each
ton's 10th straight extra point put
time you are scheduled to play. Saturday night's game will be
the Maroons on top 20-14 with one
(Ira and Charlie)
All the teams that have forfeited their home opener.
minute exactly left on the clock.
Concentration on Aerins
one .game already, have only one
Marmle's first touchdown came
The Maroons will concentrate on
more left and then they will be
in the second quarter after Carl
Of the Original Carter Family
removed from competition in that pass defense this week because
Howard recovered a Baker fumble
specific sport, so come on and It was against Eastern last year
on the East Tennessee 27 yard
AND
that the Governors set a new
line.
'
get on the ball.
Madison County's Own
Anyone that is interested In school passing record. That mark
Seven plays put the ball qjr'the
Sophomoro
quarterback
Larry
watching either the football, on was broken this year.
one yard lino, and runs by Chittum,
the intramural field, or bowling
Richard Kelly, and then Kelly a- Marmie, 6-2, 187, Barnesville, Ohio,
Eastern scouts have reported
at
Hie Maroon lanes is cordially that the Governors are rebuilding
gnin failed to move the stubborn became the first Eastern football
Red Foley's Favorite Daughter
invited at anytime.
defense. Marmie rolled to the right player to be named Player of the
this year for their official entry
Next time watch for a complete into the OVC next season. "They
on the next play and dove over a
standings list, outstanding team ae capable of beating some peowould-be tackier into the end zone. Week by Glenn Presnell twice this
play, and outstanding Individual ple, and we're certainly not tak- |
Staplcton's kick knotted the score season.
7-7.
The hard running Marmie
play.
ing them lightly," Presnell stated. ;
This week the National League,
Both East Tennessee scores scored two touchdowns In the -imTop Shape Expected
which bowls on Monday afternoon
came on Baker passes. The first portant 20-14 defeat of OVC leadADULTS $1.00
CHILDREN 50c
finished within the following reInjuries to key personnel are
an eight yard pitch to Pete Hunt, ing East Tennessee, and engineered
climaxing a 46 yard drive. The do- the Maroons on both drives.
sult.?, compiled by League secre- expected to have healed and the
Tickets are available at Sheriff's Office and
End
Wendell
Wheeler
scored
the
Maroons
should be at top strength.
tary, Gary McBee.
everything Baker added the extra
from members of Sheriff's Dept.
KA AND CHARLIE LOUVIN
point on this and the other score as other Eastern tally on an 85 yard
Unit
L Halfback Bill Goedde should be rereturn of an intercepted pass.
well.
0 covered from a minor concussion
2nd Floor East Martin
8
The other East Tennessee tally
Marmie is currently leading the
3
0 suffered against East Tennessee.
Martin 3rd
Ohio Valley Conference in one deKeith 215-224
2
1 Fullback Herble Conley, who mis- *
partment and is in second place
2
1 sed last week's game and most of
Keith 201-214
in two others.
2
1 the preceding tilt, with Middle TenMattox 4th
2 nessee is expected to be back in ac1st East Martin
1
He Is the leading passer in the
2 tion, as are guard Richard Kibler
McCreary
1
WLT Pet. WLT Pet. loop with 17 completions in 39
2 and end Jack Schulte. Schulte, who
1
4th East Martin
V.. Tenn. 3 10 .750 3 2 0 .600 attempts for 323 yards in OVC
2nd McCreary
0' 3 has been recovering from pneuE. Ky.
2 10 .667
8 10 .750 games. In all games he has com2nd Floor East Martin had the monia all season, has not seen ac2 1 0 .667 3 10 .750 pleted 22 of 48 for 409 yards.
M'hcad
high three game score with a tion yet
Mid. T.
2 1 0 .667
3 2 0 .600
1342, Keith 201-214 had a high
The Maroons return to conMur.
12 0 .333
3 2 0 - .600
541 single game.
ference action next week when
W. Kv.
12 0 .333 3 2 0 .600
0 3 0 .000 0 5 0 .000
Individually Jim Buckett rolled they meet arch-rival Western KenT. Tech
x-A. Peay 0 0 0 .000 0 5 0 .000
a 214, while Charles Wayan and tucky in the Hilltoppers' homex-Austln Peay not competing
Doug Mounce has 192's and 183's. coming at Bowling Green. The
for championship until 1963.
Jim Bird his the high average next week they return to RichBEREA ROAD
220 EAST IRVINE
ind—
mond for their homecoming battle
with a 517, for three games.
•
The American league bowlers' with Tennessee Tech.
The Eastern traveling party will
results were compiled by League
leave Friday morning for ClarksSecretary, Jerry White.
Cast
W
ville. An afternoon workout is ;
planned there. Kickoff time is 8:80
Keith Dips 3rd
3
p.m., EST. The tilt will be broad- .
Brockton Panthers
I
cast over WEKT.
Martin 4th Floor
3
Richmond, Kentucky
OT> Scooters
2
2nd Martin North
2
2
Telford Mavericks
Film Of Eastern Gam*
B-3 Delinquents
1
(Regular Price — 55c)
Shown At Rotary Club
Martin Rooks
1
Off Campus Outcasts
1
Cash & Carry only.
The exciting football gams in
Martin Leopards
0
which the Eastern Maroons deKeith 1st Floor
0
feated
East Tennessee was witTHIS COUPON HONORED AT EITHER MODERN DRY
The Brockton Panthers got rol2 Convenient Locations — Main St. and Big Hill Ave. lingwith the high team average nessed again by the Richmond
CLEANERS & LAUNDRY LOCATION.
of 1474. and high single game of Rotary Club last night.
Motion picture films of the game
555. that's bowling.
B. Andoriot had the high game were shown hv Coach Glenn PresBring this Coupon with you — Offer expires Saturday, Nov. 27.
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
and series with a 546 three game, nell, who conQtented on the variRichmond, Kentucky
and s. 201 single. Mike Gray was ous puiys as fbey developed. The
second with a 512, Hugh Crombie film was, at times, shown in stow
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
3rd and Main
third with a 508.
Carl Kettenacksr had the high
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"Maroons Have A Look
Of Champions"...Leader

*

•

•

•

•

Maroon, Buc Quarterbacks
Lead In Loop Statistics

Too Many Sophomores . ..

Maroons Jolt East Tenn. 20 - 14;
Make Shambles Of 0 V C Race

/- M Football
Bowling Started

FREE TO ALL EASTERN STUDENTS!

Mhjg DRi^G STORE

GRAND OLE OPRY SHOW!

THE LOUVIN BROTHERS

Marmie First To Double
As "Player Of The Week"

MOMA MABELLE CARTER
MISS BETTY FOLEY

8 P.M., Thursday, Oct. 25, 1962

HIRAM BROCK AUDITORIUM

w

OVC Standings

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY

STATE BANK AND

Dry Cleaning Special for the Co-Eds
PLAIN SKIRTS 35—SWEATERS 35'

TRUST CO.

Schilling's
STANDARD
Service Station

"Figure On Banking With Us"

Phone
623-9944

't£t&%%&i
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Moonshiners Lead
Women's Bowling

WIDE SELECTION!
Tussey Cosmetics

Women')) Sports Writer

Collins Drug
PHONE 423-2336

MAIN AT FIRST

HAVE FUN!!
JOIN THE FUN OF
BOWLING AT

MAROON LANES
BOYS' AND GIRLS'

INTRAMURAL LEAGUES
NOW FORMING ON
CAMPUS:

■■"■*

FOR fMFofolATlON
About
INTRAMURAL LEAGUES
OR CLASSES
Inquire at MAROON LANES
Or

CALL 623-4236

KASTKKX CAGE NTJCLEUS—Jim Baechtold. beginning his first full year as head basketball coach at
Eastern Kentucky State Collage, is pictured with his six returning lettermen as cage drills began this
week. Shown are, kneeling, fromleft: Rupert Stephens, senior guard from Russell Springs, Baechtold,
and Herman Smith, junior guard from MaysvUle. Standing. Kay Morris, junior forward-guard from
Monticello; Jim Werk, senior forward from Camden. Ohio; Ron Pickett, senior center from Frankfort,
and Russell Mueller, senior forward from Erlanger.

Record Set In
Cage Drills Began Monday; X-Country
Win
26 Prospects Meet Baechtold
Coach Jim Baechtold welcomed
28 basketball prospects, half of
them freshmen, Monday as the
cage drills opened at Eastern.
This will be Baechtold's first
Eastern Kentucky team. The former Eastern Ail-American and exprofessional star assumed duties
as acting head coach at mid- season last year, following the surprise resignation of Paul McBrayer,
and guided the Maroons to a 6-3
record and a three-way share of
second place in the OVC.
Hirer starters from the 1961-62
■quad that poked an 114 record
will be Included among six varsity lettermen. Four sophomore",
only two up from last season's
weak freshman squad, will he Included on the squad. Two secondye*r men, awaiting their first varsity season, are transfers.
Leading returnees include 6-7
Ron Pickett, Frankfort center, 6-5
Jim Werk, Camden, Ohio, forward,
and 6-1 Rupert Stephens, Russell
Springs guard, all starters last
year who will play their final seaWerk was the Maroons' leading
scorer with a 17.2 average, while
Pickett had a 18.6 scoring average

ILONEL DRIVE IN
HOME OF

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
(COL. SANDERS RECIPE)
NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH

TUESDAY SPECIAL 79
Madison Laundry & Cleaners
"GET ACQUAINTED OFFER"
Special 20% Discount On Dry Cleaning

$

Uundry Shirts 22><* - 5*>r r
Cash & Carry

SANITONE DRY CLEANING
South Third Street Richmond, Ky.
Across From Greyhound Bus Station
aU

-

WELCOME

By PAM OLIVER

Lindy Ball Point Pens
Electric Hair Dryers
Latest Hit Records—33's and 45's

and a 9.6 rebound mark per game
last yean. jitepBsns, peppery little
guard, in rmgsfl 6.6 in scoring as
a junior.
Other lettermen back Include
son this year.
6-5 senior forward Russell Mueller, Erlanger, who brings an 8.1
scoring average with him Into his
final year, 6-3 Kay Morris, Monticello, 6-3 Herman Smith, Maysville.
Lemos Top Sophomore
Top sophomore on the squad
will be Lee Lemos, a highly-regarded 6-4 guard! from California,
Ky. A transfer tawi WioMssv
Lemos, red-shirted last year, may
become one of the outstanding
guards in Eastern basketball history.
The all-state basketball and
football star at Campbell County
is in line for a starting berth as
Baechtold Is sky-high on this
youngster.
Non-monogram winners OrviMe
Hamilton, 6-6 from Paintsville,
and Robert Tolan, 6-8 from Cedar
(Lake, Ind., are expected to give
the center position more depth
than the Maroons have enjoyed
in at least a decade.
Both were red-shirted last year,
Hamilton because of a knee operation and Tolan, a transfer student who was ineligible.
Other sophomores on the varsity
squad Include Dennis Bradley, 6-6
Lexington Lafayette product who,
behind Lemos, is the next top
prospect among the sophomores,
6-6 Julius Fey, Cincinnati, and
Noble Young, 6-2 Lindsey Wilson
transfer from Junction City. Bradley and Fey are the only graduates
of last year's freshman team.
Twenty-one Game* Carded
Twenty-one games are on tap
for the Eastern varsity while
Coach Larry Parks' freshman
squad have 19 tilts lined up.
Included on the varsity schedule are non-conference tilts with
Miami of Ohio, defending NIT
champ, Dayton, Toledo, Wittenberg, a pair with the University
of Louisville, and three games at
the Gulf-South Classic, In Shreveport, La. The Maroons open the
Christmas tournament by meeting
Texas Christian University.
Home and away contests are
slated for the six OVC foes.

Ernie
Dalton's
croso-country
Maroons posted their second win
of the year Saturday and Larry
Whalon set a school three mile
record, as the harriers trounced
Boiea 20-47.
Eastern had the top three place
In Whalen. Mike Felts and Ben
Pi ice. Earl Price. Ernie Brown
and Charlie SntnRledecker took
sixth, seventh, and eighth in that
ordei.
Whalen's new record, over a
three mile course, is 16:30.9.
Eastern runs Mo-clicai here
Welr.esday at 3:30.

The Women's Intramural Bowling League Sept. 27 with 20 teams
participating.
Results of the first week were
as follows:
The Moonshiners and Aces tied
for first place with a record of
two was and no losses.
The high team games were the
Dynamos' 869, B-C 838 and the
Moonshiners' 79H pin total.
The high individual game was j
a tie between Jean Dolson and |
Sara Kays, each with a 168.
The high series bowled by individuals was Betsy Merrtan'fl 320, i
and 8ara Kaya" 312.
Results of last week's bowling
were as follows:
,
The Moonshiners in first place]
with a 5-0 worksheet, the Aces ]
and Lane Dames in second, both j
with 4-1 records.
The B-C Girls bowled the high
liltw with a total of 1200 pins,
with the Dynamos running a close
second with a 1194. and the Aces|~
third with a total of 1125 pins.
High team games were: Handicaps with 493, Dynamos with 486,
and B-C Girls with 426 pins.
High individual series was Jean
Dotson 419, Cheryl Teeney 410.
and Betsy Merrian 406.
Carol Hollon bowled a high
game of 171. and Jamie Todd and
Carolyn Hicks each bowled a 162.
The Teams compete each Thursday from 4-6 at Maroon Lanes.
Volleyball intramurals began
Oct. 3. The teams play from 5-6
on Monday and Wednesday.
Schedules of the games have been
placed at various points in the
girls' dorms and teamu are urged
to take notice of these schedules
and be on time for their games.
Tennis intramurals will begin
Monday. Any girls Interested in
playing tennis should contact Miss
Kirkpatrick in the Health Building for details.
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TYPEWRITER RIBBONS—all makes
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS—Sal* - Ren* - Repair
MECHANICAL DRAWING SETS—SLIDE RULES
MAGIC MARKERS—FLO-MASTER PENS
WHITE & COLORED POSTER PAPER
EZERASE TYPING PAPER

Richmond Office Equipment
PHONE 623-4365
South Third Street
DICTIONARIES, BIBLES, MAPS
HALLMARK CARDS
TERM-PAPER FOLDERS
ART SUPPLIES
FILE BOXES AND GUIDES
SHEAFFER'S PENS AND PENCILS

JeMtfi

f&

JR. M S TXXJJR.-A.NT
WEST MAIN ST.
(At City Limits)
RICHMOND

S*

O
H * isH^ssHBLX

HEAR ...

EASTERN
FOOTBALL

PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET

^pr

OPEN DAILY TIL

- 623-1707

10 P.M.

DRIVE-IN

Play by Play
ON WEKY
(Dial 1340)
Brought to you by

Jerry's

FOR JfWi PROMPT ATTENTION THERE'S A JM» NEAR YOU
42 Locations In 7 States
TO CARRYOUT ORMRS

—■

Pall Mall PresentsGIRL WATCHERS GUID

Eastern Cage Schedule
Bate
Dae.
Dec.
Dae.
Dae.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Fab.
Feb.
Feb.
Fe|>.
Feb.
Fsb.
Mar.
Mftr.

Opponent
Rite
3—Miami U of Ohio ..Home
8—Dayton
Away
10—Toledo
Away
17—Wittenberg
Home
27, 28, 29—Gulf South Classic
(Shrevepprt, La.)
2—Louisville
Away
5—Western Ky
Away
7—Murray
Away
12—East Tennessee
.Home
26—Tennessee Tech ....Away
28—Morehead
Away
2—Middle Tenn.
Home
9—Murray
Home
16—Tennessee Tech ....Home
20—Middle Tenn
Away
23—Western Ky
Home
26—Morehead
Home
2—East Tennessee ...Away
6—Louisville
Home

GREEN'S
BARBER SHOP
2nd At Main
6 BARBERS
TO SERVE YOU.
Shave, Haircut,
Shampoo, Massage,
Dyeing.

Don't let this girl's costume fool you. She's not really a
mad scientist. She's a girl—a real, live girl. It's just that
she has to prove something-to herself and to her family.
She has to prove that she has a brain and that, if she
ever has to compete with men on their own terms, she
can do it—and win. But she really doesn't want to compete with men. In her heart she wants to attract men
and eventually, marry one. The girl watcher should not
let this situation disturb him, however.
If the girl is watchable, she should be watched, no
matter what her motives or ambitions may be. The same
thing is true of a cigarette. If it's smokeable, it should be
smoked—and Pall Mall is the most smokeable of all t

Pall Mall's natural mildness
is so good to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!

I

•
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Friday. October 19, 1962

EASTERN PROGRESS

sss Homecoming Rales

KUNKEL'S Service Station
1210 WEST MAIN

Phone 623-4294
KATIE'S BABY SHOP
'SPECIALTY" In Infants & Boys and Girls
0 ttini 14 — Plus Jr. Misses' Maternity.
PHONE — 623-4540

JIMMY'S RESTAURANT
Home Cooked Food At
Reasonable Prices
Main St., across from Courthouse

..

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE IN RICHMOND

(Continued from Page One)
to see that these rules are enforced.
8. Each club must post a $10
promissary note with the Student
Council Treasurer, Don Showalter,
before entering; the warehouses to
work on the floats. If any of the
above rules are violated, this $10
fee will be forfeited, and the club
will be asked to remove their float
from the warehouse. However, If
the rules are carried out, the $10
fee will be returned.
A copy of these rules will be
posted in all warhouses.
In adldtion to re-establishing the i
homecoming rules, the Council approved six faculty members for
possible selection as faculty advisors to the Council. The list was
j taken to President Martin for discussion and his approval.
JAMBS N. RIDDEIJ,
Those selected were: Dr. Rhodes
James
N. Riddell has been seof the English department; Mr.
Franklin of the math department: lected as the first Cadet of the
Mr. Larance of the biology de- Week for the 1962-63 school year.
partment: Mr. Kuhn of the phy- He is majoring in commerce
sical education department; Miss School at Cynthlana, Kentucky.
Allison, Assistant Dean of Women; Jim is a sophomore and a gradand Dr. Ambrose, College Regis- uate of Harrison County High
trar.
He Is a majoring in commerce
The Council will attempt to se- and hopes to become a CPA. Jim
lect two of these people for their was representing the Third Plaadvisors.
toon D Company. He Is a member
"The Council also decided on a of the Perahing Rifles and the
new meeting time. This time was Color Guard. Last year he parbased on a survey of all Council ticipated In the Regimental Drill
members taken by a committee meet at Lockborne Air Force
headed by Bob Jury. The new me- Base, Dayton, Ohio.
eting time was set at 7:30 P.M.
Runner-up for this week's honon Thursdays. The committee or was David B. Spratt, a sophofound that at this time more of the more from Hcdgensville who is
Council members could be present. also from the Second Battalion.

Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
DINING ROOM; ALSO FREE PARKING FOR GUESTS

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.
All type beauty service.
10 W. Irvine
Phone 623-57701

SAMPLE SHOE CENTER

Madison National Bank

RICHMOND'S LARGEST SHOE STORE

Richmond, Ky.
Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

featuring

NAME BRAND SHOES
30%-60% SAVINGS!
Mon. - Fri. — 8:30 to 5:30

Sat. — 8:30 to 8:30

BURD'S DRUG STORE
Welcomes E.K.S.C. Students!

PREwrrrs

BARBER SHOP

IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

PRESCRIPTIONS
.
FOUNTAIN - LUNCHEONETTE

Specialize in Flat Tops

Free Delivery
7 A. M. to 8 P. M.

Open 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.—Mon., TIMS., Thursday
Closed Wed.—Open 8 A.M. • 6 P.M. Fri. and Sat.

>■ •

I LB I

DIAL 623-4244

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD
E. MAIN ST.
II

SPECIAL!

All Makes Serviced

SWEET SHOP
BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY DAY
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

EVERY
WED. — FRI. — SAT.
Vt -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries & Slaw

39c

79c

WELCOME!
J

PRESCRIPTIONS
J COSMETICS & TOILETRIES
J HALLMARK GREETING CARDS
J GIFTS
y SPORTING GOODS
J HOBBIES
J GAMES
J RECORDS

HINKLE t>
Ph. 628-3218

DRUGS

"Service to the Sick"

Richmond, K.v.

Veterans Cab

Kentucky Cab

623-1400
24 Hr. Service

Navy Lands
For 2 Days

The Alumni Office has reported on various Eastern graduates
this week from all over the United States. Former students In the
medical, teaching, and military professions have begun or are beginning careers In their various fields.
Jerry Sutkamp, '59, is In his
senior year at fhe University of
Louisville Medical School. He has
been elected president of his class
for the third time this year. Mr.
and Mrs. Sutkamp have a new
address, 627 South Preston, Louisville 2. They have a son, Richard,
six months old.
Miss Marlene Vaughn, '59. has
new teaching
position. She Is
teaching third grade at Longfellow
School In Long Beach, Calif. Her
address is 710 -K. Carson St., Apt.
4, Long Beach T.
William K. Brown, '87, was recently elected to nomineeship of
American College of Hospital
Administrators. He is Administrator of the QrjBenjpyUteJiernorial
Hospital in Empo'ria, Va. His
address is 109 Goodwyn St., Emporia.

is now stationed at Ft. MacArthur, Calif, as a pilot.
Mrs. Roby was a member of the
class of 1966. Capt. and Mrs. Roby
live at 6428 E. Michelaon, Lakewood, Calif.
Ronald F. Neeld, '61, is instrumental director at Oakfield
Senior High School, Oakfield, N.
Y. He is married and has a six
months old daughter, Lurie. His
address is #16 Farsworth, Oakfield, N. Y.
Raymond I. Fields, '38, spen*.
this past summer as a visiting
professor In Biostatistlcs at the
Louisiana State University School
of Medicine in New Orleans. He is
Associate . professor of Mathematics and director of the computing
laboratory at the Speed Scientific
School, University of Louisville.

Mrs. Anna Mae Kilburn, '58, is
Robert E.
Magowan, '60, is
teaching in Perry County. She has teaching Industrial Arts this year
twin brothers, Benny and Bent- at the new campus type high
ly Adams, now attending Eastern. school (Paul G. Blazer) in Ashland. He spent a large part of
Mrs. Mary E. Griffith Hudson, last year helping to plan the '
'43, teaches fifth grade at the dustrlal Arts program in the
Joshua B. Everett School in Jef- school and during the past sumferson County. Her daughter, mer worked in the Industrial Arts
Alice, is enrolled at Eastern as a Laboratory setting and installing
freshman, Mrs. Hudson may be equipment. This is the first Inaddressed at 3900 Brookfieki Ave„ dustrial Arte program In the
Louisville 7.
, Ashland High School system for
many years. Mr. Magowan enjoys
Leslie Leach, Jr., '50, is in his teaching very much and plans to
second year as assistant super- return to college to work toward
intendent of Barren County his doctorate.
Schools. On Oct. 11 he was elected
a member of the K. E. A. Board
David R. Magowan, Jr., '61, is
ot Directors from the Third Dis- teaching again this year at the
trict Education Association. His Parkway Junior High School in
address is 105 Sheila Dr., Glasgow Miami, Fla. Mrs.. Magowan was
Ky.
a member of the class of 1960.
Mr. and Mrs. Magowan both
Capt
Robert I*. Roby,
'55, graduated with high distinction.
finished the artillery officers, Their address m 18801 NW 5th
career course this past July and Ct., Miami 69, Fla.

KEN-CAR
Men's Crew Socks
Ladies' Nylon Hose

5 Pair $1.
2 Pair 97c

ACROSS FRO! [ KROGER'S
Ml
NOW! ENDS SATURDAY!
Great Double BIN!

Richmond-

EU/iS
13 KiD

i-H-e-t-c-k

tipper doting.' ..

KELLY'S FLORIST
and Greenhouse
• corsages and weddings
• hospital arrangements

• potted plants
• funeral arrangements

"When you say it with flowers it's beautifully said"
Near Colonel Drive-ln

Ph. 623-4998 or 623-4999

Our First Attraction in Our
GOLDEN OPERETTA" SERIES!
Sigmund Romberg's
" MAYTIME"
Student Prices—Matinee 50c; Evening 75c

Regular one-man-band
this coat. Scotchgard*
treated to give the brushoff to rain or snow. Acrylic
pile lining zips in or out to
keep you in tune with the
temperature. Short and
trim; staccato-styled in
fine Gabardine; new Fall
iridescent shades;
$29.95 at swingin' stores.

.mssp
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Phillips 66 Service Station

LOCATED NEXT TO JERRY'S ON U. S. NO. 25

WEDNESDAY — ONE DAY ONLY!

it's the end!

"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"
DIAL 623-4434

Phone 623-9982

PATTY DUKE

«

SPECIALIST IN MOTOR TUNEUP, CARBURETOR
AND IGNITION WORK. ALSO
TRANSMISSION AND GENERAL REPAIR.

Mechanic On Duty

the Miracle worner

Fun and fashion
In black, blue and
green. Sizes 8
thru 16.

Just Around the Corner from Court House

DURBIN'S

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY

■wTuKle-wordiy figuring
by Piddle ind Saddle in s
blend of 53* wool, «*
nylon. With deaduble
•OmifU. Beautifully
<Jeailed...»ith. Conmatic

218 WEST IRVINE ST.

.

COLOR By DC CUXC

PANTS

LANTER MOTOR COMPANY

Newest and Most Modern Service Station in
Madison County.

CITY TAXI

(Continued from Page One)
Senator Motron said "We should
draw the line where we are prepared to make action. Our words
should not be greater than our deeds. We must avoid downhill diplomacy and start on the step
where we are prepared to stand
because concession Is a sign of
weakness. We must have respect
and prestige Instead of popularity."
Several questions were asked
Senator Morton by the Progress
COMMANDER R. H. ADAMS,
staff members In an Interview afUSNR
ter assembly. When asked what he
hoped to do for Kentucky If he
were re-elected he replied, "I'm
terribly interested in the river development—I think that in Kentucky we must have the full development of our water potential.
Secondly, I want to see the highThe Aviation Information Team
way program through to its com- from
the Naval Air Reserve Trainpletion."- i
ing Unit, Memphis, Tennessee, will
In the < Supreme Court's decision be on Eastern's campus Wednesconcerning prayer in schools he day and Thursday, to interview
said tMt the most Important part
men who are interested In
is in the footnote. "The Supreme college
the Navy's Aviation Officer TrainCourt did not say thai you couldn't ing programs.
pray In school; it only said that
Three programs are now availyou could not direct the schools to able to qualified college men besay * certain prayer." When he tween the ages of 18-26. Students
was asked about the lntregation in- who have completed two years of
cident in Mississippi the Senator college and are unmarried may
answered, ."Of course, I deplore apply for the Naval Aviation Cadet
what went "on in Mississippi. The program.
Successful canldates are
situation Itstff was most unfortun- commissioned and designated Enate. I don't think that I can intel- signs and Naval Aviators at the
ligently respond at the present completion of 18 months of flight
in a critical manner. Until we training.
know the^ facts it would be difficult
For the college graduate or
to criticize what was done."
those who will be soon completing
A Reduction In Taxes r
their college education, either marOn the question of a tax reduc- ried or single, the Navy offers an
tion, the Senator answered, "I opportunity to apply for pilot
think we are going to have to be training through the Aviation Ofvery careful. I'm not enthusiastic ficer Candidate Program, or for
about an across-the-board tax re- specialty training in one of many
vision. I think we do need an oml- fields, I.E., Bombardier, navigator,
bus tax revision bill; our taxes etc., as an Aviation Officer Canhave grown topsy—The difficulty didate-1355
(non-pilot).
Under
in closing some of the loopholes Is these programs, candidates will
big in the 92 per cent income brac- receive a commission as Ensign in
ket. I think if you lowered the high- the U.S. Naval Reserve after only
er bracket you would have more 16 weeks at the Naval School of
for investment. I think we need a Pre-Flight at Pensacola, Florida.
complete overhaul."
Male college students who are
In His Final Answer
interested in the Naval Aviation
Senator Morton believes that the Officer Training programs are inPresident nas the tools to meet vited to contact Commander R. H.
the challenge In the Trade Expan- Adams, U8NR who will be happy
sion Plan. "It gives him the power to answer questions, explain the
to retaliate against people who low- programs available and administer
er tariffs against us. I think it will writen meets without any obligabe a good weapon of bargaining. tion whatsoever.
The basic question Is now how it
will be negotiated and administered. I think that we have to be
more vigorous in seeing that these
measures are not used against us."
In closing his address to the faculty and student body, Senator
Morton pointed out that the Ken.
tucky campaign has the eyes of the
nation on it and the people will
vote; for or against a '"stamp of
approval for a shift of responsibility to Washington and an image of
downhill diplomacy" when they
vote In the November election.
"I also what to see us do something in the field of education. I
am In favor of a federal program
of funds for school construction
which will avoid any possible federallzatlon of the teaching program" he concluded.

RICHMOND, KY.

OLDSMOBILE

New Students and Old Friends — See Our
Complete Stock!

Medical Military Teaching
Graduates Are Reported

Galahad

CANFIELD MOTORS

I Across From Kro&ers (£J Phone 623-4010

Alumni News

Kentuckians
Have "Common
Sense", Morton

ELDER'S
Richmond's Family Store
Since 1893

h.i.s

Tempo Weatliercoat

it Vi CARAT

LET US MAKE YOUR

BIRTHDAY CAKE!
PRICES START AT $1.29
Please call and place your order at least a day in
advance.

RICHMOND BAKERY
262 E. Main St.

TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS
Stunning 7 Diamond Bridal Set
Ikolc of UK Wl.lt. »rY.II«« Cold
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Hnq end PlownSl ilsrsis » *mHefl

McCord Jewelry Skop
134 W. Wain

Phone 623-5470
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